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This Color Blind Test is designed to facilitate the accurate assessment of color vision deficiencies. It includes detailed instructions on 

how to conduct the test using a series of specially designed test plates and record the results effectively.



Preparation for Testing
 Print Page 1 of this template on high-quality, neutral, non-glossy paper to ensure color accuracy

 Cut out each plate using the cut-out boarders as a guide

 Conduct the test in a well-lit room with natural daylight to avoid color distortion from artificial lighting

 Arrange seating and the presentation area to maintain a consistent distance and angle for viewing the test plates.





Administering the Test and Evaluating Result
 Present each test plate to the subject one at a time

 Allow the subject approximately 5 seconds to view each plate before moving on to the next

 Ensure each plate is presented at a consistent angle and distance from the subject

 Use Page 2 to record the subject's responses

 After administering all plates, compare the subject’s responses against the correct answers in the Answer Key found on Page 2

 Record any discrepancies in the Remark section to assess the pattern of errors, which helps identify specific types of color 

blindness.

Disclaimer: This test is a screening tool and should not be used as a definitive diagnostic tool. Professional consultation is 

recommended for a formal diagnosis.
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Answer Key and Documentation

Plate
Correct 
Answer

Subject’s Answer and Description Remarks

7

6

26

15

6

73

5

16
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Discrepancies Noted

Potential Color Vision Deficiency

Recommendations
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	0: 
	0: 
	1: Incorrect, potential red-greendeficiency observed
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	1: Incorrect, signs of colorconfusion
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	1: Correct, normal color vision
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	Text2: 
	0: Several plates show discrepancies indicative of potential color vision deficiencies, particularlyaffecting the distinction between similar shades.Incorrect responses on Plates 7 and 73 suggest issues with red and green, as well as darker colors,which might indicate a type of color blindness.
	1: Based on the discrepancies noted and the types of errors made, the subject may have mild tomoderate color vision deficiency, possibly affecting both red-green discernment and differentiation ofdarker shades.
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